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We consider a class of simplest majoron models where neutrino-majoron couplings can be in the range g ~ 10 -5_ 10-3, leading 
to the observability of neutrinoless double beta decay with majoron emission. The majoron is a singlet (or mostly a singlet) of 
the electroweak SU (2)® U ( 1 ) gauge symmetry, thus avoiding conflict with the LEP data on Z-decay, which rules out the triplet 
and doublet majoron models. Some aspects of the phenomenology of such models are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

An at t ract ive approach to the neutr ino mass prob-  
lem is to consider  neutr inos as Majorana  part icles 
with small  masses arising as a result of  spontaneous 
lepton violat ion [1 ]. In these models  a massless 
Golds tone  boson, the majoron,  should exist. Several 
real izat ions of  this idea were proposed.  They are dis- 
t inguished mainly  by the weak isospin ( I )  proper t ies  
o f  the majoron  and have different  phenomenology:  
the singlet majoron with I =  0 [ 2 ], the triplet one with 
I =  1 [3] and the double t  majoron I=  ½ [4]. 

If  the majoron  Yukawa couplings with neutr inos 
are sufficiently strong ( g ~  1 0 - s - 1 0 - 3 ) ,  this would 
imply  several interest ing consequences for part icle 
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physics and astrophysics.  Perhaps the most  striking 
is the possibi l i ty  of  substantial  neutrinoless double 
beta decay rates with majoron emission,  denoted  
(2flo~j) [5].  On the other hand, the majoron can play 
a significant role for the history of  the early universe, 
in the evolut ion of  stellar objects, and in supernovae 
astrophysics.  Neut r ino  decay with majoron  emission 
may also be relevant  in connect ion with the solar 
neutr ino problem [6 -9 ] .  Finally,  the existence of  
neutr ino masses in excess of  50 eV or so, such as the 
17 keV neutr ino [ 10-12 ], i f  confirmed,  can be con- 
s idered as a strong argument  in favour of  the exis- 
tence of  such a majoron,  since only fast decays (or  
annih i la t ion)  of  such neutr inos into majorons  can 
avoid  conflict with cosmological  and astrophysical  
restr ict ions [ 1, 13 ]. 

The existence of  majorons  with nontr ivial  weak 
isospin propert ies,  such as the tr iplet  and doublet  
majorons  would lead to appreciable  neu t r ino -ma jo -  
ron ( u - J )  couplings. However  these are strongly ex- 
cluded by recent LEP data [ 14 ] on the invisible width 
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of the Z-boson. Indeed, they would contribute to this 
width through the decay Z-~p+J, where p is a scalar 
partner of the majoron J, the equivalent of  2 and ½ 
extra neutrino species, respectively, whereas the LEP 
limit on the number of  active light neutrino species 
allows only the three known neutrinos, to a few per- 
cent accuracy. On the other hand the singlet "see- 
saw" majoron [2] is extremely weakly coupled with 
neutrinos. This would suggest that it is meaningless 
to search for the effects of a large u-J coupling, such 
as the search for 2flouj decay. 

In this letter we show that there is not direct con- 
tradiction between the absence majoron emission in 
Z-boson decay and the possibility of fast 2flouj decay. 
The former is determined by a gauge coupling and 
the weak isospin content of the majoron, whereas the 
latter is related only to the majoron Yukawa cou- 
pling. We present a variety of simple models in which 
the majoron, being a singlet or predominantly singlet 
of  the electroweak SU (2) ® U ( 1 ) symmetry, never- 
theless can be sufficiently strongly coupled with neu- 
trinos. The LEP data on Z-decay are automatically 
reconciled with the presence of a strong enough ue- 
majoron coupling, in the range g ~ ~ 1 0 - 5 - 1 0  -3, 
which leads to experimentally observable 2flouj decay 
rates. Moreover, this could have consequences for 
neutrino fluxes from gravitational collapse [ 15 ]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the 
status of  neutrinoless double beta decays is reviewed 
in the context of the majoron models and the general 
idea on the possibility of strong u-J coupling is dis- 
cussed. In section 3 different models of  singlet (or 
dominantly singlet) majoron are presented as a real- 
izations of  this possibility. In section 4 we draw our 
conclusions. 

2. General  cons iderat ions  

In order to have strong neutrino-majoron u¢-J 
couplings, the scale of spontaneous lepton number 
violation has to be sufficiently low. This generates the 
majoron, denoted J, and originated from some neu- 
tral complex scalar singlet a, defined through 

1 
a= ~ (v+p+iJ) . (1) 

Below this scale vthe relevant terms in the lagrangian 

are the neutrino mass term and the Yukawa cou- 
plings with the majoron J and its scalar partner p: 

Lmas s 1 1" = -  ~mue Cue+h.c., 

Lyuk = 1 • T 1 T ~lgJve Cue+ ~gpv~ Cve+h.c. ,  (2) 

where C is the matrix of charge conjugation and the 
majoron coupling g is given as 

g=m/v  (3) 

independent of the specifics of the majoron model ~1 
Recent data on neutrinoless double beta decay yield 

[16] 

m < l - 3 e V ,  g < 1 0 - 4 - 1 0  -3 ,  ( 3 ' , 3 " )  

where the bounds vary depending on the evaluation 
of nuclear matrix elements. The lower and upper val- 
ues in (3 ' ) ,  (3" ) correspond to the models of ref. 
[ 17 ] and ref. [ 18 ] respectively. The sensitivity ex- 
pected in planned experimental searches should im- 
prove these limits by an order of  magnitude. Then 
eq. (3) implies that a positive result in 2flo,j decay 
searches is expected only if v < 10-100 keV. This im- 
plies that in neutrinoless double beta decay not only 
the massless majoron J i s  emitted but also the accom- 
panying 0 + scalar partnerp of mass mp < v. As a result 
we expect the existence of new features in the elec- 
tron sum energy spectrum, as indicated in fig. 1. In- 
deed, close to the endpoint Q, i.e., between Q - m p  
and Q, only the massless majoron is emitted, while in 
the region from 0 to Q -  mp both p and J are emitted. 
In principle this would imply a deficit of events close 
to the endpoint. 

It is interesting to note that for v in this range the 
2flo,j decay should be faster as compared to the 2,80, 
one. Indeed, taking into account that the nuclear ma- 
trix elements for both processes are actually the same 
one has 

2 

F(2fl0~) - 84n 2 

where R (x) is the corresponding phase space factor 
[ 5 ]. Since the typical mass difference Q between the 
initial and final nuclei is a few MeV, it follows that 

~ In the  case o f  three  n e u t r i n o  f l avours  m is the  mee e l emen t  o f  

the  n e u t r i n o  M a j o r a n a  mass  mat r ix ,  a n d  g = g ~  is a cor re -  

s p o n d i n g  coup l ing  cons tan t .  
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the above ratio exceeds one for v< 10-100 keV. 
The simplest scheme containing a singlet majoron 

includes one isosinglet lepton which acquires a large 
mass from its interaction with a, after spontaneous 
lepton number violation [2]. If v> Q~ 1 MeV then 
the 2flo~j decay is strongly suppressed due to the 
smallness of g~  mJv< 10-5-10 -6. On the other hand 
if the scale v << Q the contributions of the mass eigen- 
state neutrinos cancel so that both matrix elements 
gee and m,,,, are zero and the probabilities of both types 
of neutrinoless 2fl decays, 2flo,,j and 2flo~ vanish. In 
addition, this is in conflict with the cosmological nu- 
cleosynthesis constraints. Indeed, due to the strong 
uJ interactions the right handed neutrinos together 
with the majoron J and its scalar partner p should 
come to equilibrium in the early universe before t=  1 
s and thereby significantly affect the stage of primor- 
dial nucleosynthesis. On the other hand the effective 
number of light neutrino species allowed by the pri- 
mordial 4He abundance is N~< 3.4 [19], in agree- 
ment with just the three conventional neutrinos. In 
contrast, in view of the astrophysical upper limit on 
the majoron coupling to electrons that follows from 
stellar energy loss arguments [20], the triplet and 
doublet majorons were considered as promising can- 
didates for 2flouj decay. However, these models are 
now ruled out by LEP data. As a result we will con- 
sider alternative schemes with and without isosinglet 
neutrinos that can lead to substantial majoron emis- 
sion rates in neutrinoless double beta decay (section 
3). 

The lowest dimension effective operator, relevant 

I 

i d 

H \ I /H  \ / 

\ \ ,  L . / /  

Fig. 2. 

for the generation of Majorana neutrino masses, is 
the foiling (see fig. 2) ~z. 

LP= Gj f rcr ,  IHTz~,Ha+ h.c., (5) 

where a is an SU (2) ® U ( 1 ) singlet with L = - 2, l= 
(~<)L is a lepton doublet H =  ( ~ )  is the standard 
Higgs doublet, and z,, a = 1, 2, 3 are the isospin Pauli 
matrices. After SU (2) ® U ( 1 ) breaking by ( H ° ) = 
(2x/2GF)-l/2--~188 GeV, eq. (5) implies that 
g= Gj(H)2 is the effective coupling constant g. 

As we emphasized above, the existence of strong 
v,,-J coupling requires a sufficiently low scale of lep- 
ton number violation ( a ) < <  ( H ) .  In this connec- 
tion a question appears concerning the stability of this 
hierarchy. First note that this is not the usual gauge 
hierarchy, as far as a is a gauge singlet. Its couplings 
with the Higgs field H in the Higgs potential cannot 
be generated with gauge boson loops. On the other 
hand the radiative corrections to the mass term of a 
that follow from eq. (5) are of the order of 8M] ~ 
(g2/32~C)A 2, where A is some physical cut off. Tak- 
ing into account the experimental bounds on the neu- 
trino mass and requiring that v~ 8M~ this corre- 
sponds to g~  10 -3-10-5 for A in the range 20-200 
GeV. In particular models, considered in section 3, 
there may be other contributions to 8M 2, that should 
be taken into account. Although we will not consider 
in great detail these radiative corrections, we would 
like stress that, from general arguments, in these sin- 
glet majoron models the possibility to have 
(or) << ( H )  does not necessarily require fine tuning, 
unlike the case of the triplet and doublet majoron 
models ~3. Although this question deserves special 
consideration [ 21 ], here we wish to note that a cutoff 
in the required range may be naturally provided. 

~2 Generalization to the case of three lepton doublets is 
straightforward. 

,3 For the latter a fine tuning, at least for the splitting of the neu- 
tral component from the charged ones, was unavoidable. 
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We now consider  mechanisms  where the effective 
opera tor  eq. ( 5 ) arises as the low energy l imit  o f  new 
renormal izable  interact ions,  in analogy with the way 
in which the Fe rmi  four fermion interact ion emerges 
from W and Z boson exchange. 

3.  M o d e l s  

The effective opera tor  in eq. (5 )  may arise at the 
tree level from the exchange of  a neutral  heavy lepton 
(fig. 3a).  Alternat ively,  it can appear  as a rad ia t ive  
correct ion due to the effects o f  new Higgs bosons as 
in fig. 3b and fig. 3c. It may  also arise from tree level 
heavy Higgs tr iplet  exchange (fig. 3d) .  Let us discuss 
now these possibil i t ies.  

3.1. Singlet majoron in the "~t-model" 

This model  [22] is a variant  of  the "seesaw" model  
with the heavy Dirac  lepton suggested in ref. [23 ]. 
Here the opera tor  eq. (5)  can be effectively induced  
through the "exchange"  of  heavy Dirac  neutral  fer- 
mion carrying one unit  of  lepton number  (see fig. 3a).  
The relevant  terms in the lagrangian are the bare  
Dirac mass term and the Yukawa couplings ~4 

h~ l ~Cv CH+ Mv ~CS+ faS TCS+ h.c. ( 6 ) 

1,4 A possible vCv~a* entry would not give a mass to the light neu- 
trinos and can be forbidden by demanding supersymmetry. 

HI I I~ 
I I I 

(a) r 1 I 

H \ / ~  \ / 

(c) ~/ ~ 

~H 

/ 

H \ \  / 
\ / 

(b) / \ 

H \ "-V" 

I 

(d) ~I 

Fig. 3. 

The first coupling generates the Dirac mass term 
D= h , ( H ) ,  while the second te rm gives the Major-  
ana mass term/z  for the isosinglet S that  violates lep- 
ton number  by two u n i t s , / t = f ( o r ) .  The full mass ma- 
trix in Majorana  basis v, v c, S can be wri t ten as ~5 

0 . (7)  

M 

For  small values of  the p a r a m e t e r / t < <  D <<M, the 
heavy leptons here are of  quasi-Dirac  type and the 
Majorana  mass of  the light, most ly isodoublet  neu- 
t r ino VL arising from eq. (7)  and  the ve-majoron cou- 
pling constant  are, respectively 

m = f  M . (8)  m = / t  ' g =  v 

Note the different  re la t ionship between m~ and 
/t~< ( a ) ,  the lepton number  breaking scale. This  is a 
crucial feature of  this model, which contrasts with the 
s implest  seesaw model.  It follows from the fact that  
the model  contains  a quasi-Dirac  heavy lepton whose 
mass ~ M, is invar iant  under  lepton number  and un- 
related to neutr ino masses. In contrast ,  the min imal  
seesaw model  has a heavy Majorana  lepton whose 
mass is inversely related to that  o f  the isodoublet  
neutrino.  In both cases the heavy lepton admixture  
in the weak charged current  is de te rmined  by the ra- 
t io D/M. However,  in the " / t -model"  this value is re- 
stricted only by weak universality constraints, and not 
by l imits  on neutr ino masses [ 1 ] ~6. As a result a ve- 
J coupling as large as 10-  3 can be achieved for values 
o f D / M <  0.1, well consistent  with present weak uni- 
versali ty constraints  [ 1 ]. 

The phenomenology of  this model  was considered 
in detail  in several papers  [ 1 ]. For  masses below m z  
the heavy quasi-Dirac  leptons may  be singly pro- 
duced at LEP 1, giving rise to striking events charac- 
ter ized by a large amount  of  missing energy [24,25 ]. 
The existence of  such neutral  heavy leptons at higher 

~ For the generalization to three neutrino families one intro- 
duces six isosinglet neutrinos, three re-type and three S-type. 

~¢6 The crucial point is that the heavy lepton mass here arises 
mostly from the entry M, invariant under lepton number, un- 
like the case of the seesaw model. As a result M can be rela- 
tively low without implying too large m~ values. In fact, in the 
limit where the lepton number is exact neutrino masses are 
strictly forbidden [23]. 
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masses can at present only be probed due to their in- 
direct effects. For example, if we include mixing be- 
tween the various generations we have the interesting 
possibility of flavour and/or  CP violation [26-28 ] 
even in the limit w h e r e / ~ 0  and the isodoublet neu- 
trinos become strictly massless. As a result, processes 
such as p-~ e~, r-,ey, #-e conversion in nuclei, Z~ez, 
etc. are all allowed. Moreover, the corresponding rates 
are restricted only by the precision of weak univer- 
sality tests. As a result, they all can be within the sen- 
sitivity of present as well as those expected at the up- 
coming tau factory [29]. 

3.2. Singlet majoron in the Zee model 

This model is a variant to the original Zee model 
[30] which introduces the spontaneous violation of 
lepton number [ 13 ] and, as a consequence, the exis- 
tence of a massless pseudoscalar majoron. The rele- 
vant terms in the lagrangian are the Yukawa 
couplings ~7 

m, ~HeR~+hij~OeR~+fffrCiz21jq++h.c. (9) 
( H )  

where i,j=e, ~, r. The first term is the canonical one 
responsible for generating the charged lepton masses 
m, when the SU ( 2 ) ® U  ( 1 ) r  gauge symmetry is bro- 
ken by ( H ) .  The additional couplings involve an- 
other Higgs doublet ~ as well as the Zee singlet q and 
are specified by matrices f h (in generation space ), f 
being antisymmetric. In addition we use the follow- 
ing quartic term in the scalar potential: 

2Hz2 ~q + o+  h.c. (10) 

instead of the usual cubic term AHz2(~q + that would 
explicitly violate lepton number. The quartic cou- 
pling fixes L ( a ) = 2 = - L ( q )  and induces a mixing 
between the physical singly charged scalars which 
plays a crucial role in the radiative generation of neu- 
trino mass and of the ve-J coupling. Indeed, the ef- 
fective operator in eq. ( 5 ) arises at one loop level, see 
fig. 3b, and has the following associated coupling 
constant 

he, fe2 <H>mi Mg 
g=Gj (H)  2= 16~2 2 21n775,2, (11) 

M s - M,  M~ 

~7 For simplicity we assume that all the Yukawa coupling con- 
stants are real. 

where M~ and M 2 are the eigenvalues of the mass 
matrix of charged scalars q~- and q+ in the limit of 
small mixing. From fig. 3b it is clear that if we re- 
quire natural flavour conservation in neutral Higgs 
couplings (h 0 diagonal) then g=0.  Therefore we now 
relax this requirement and allow nondiagonal fla- 
vour changing couplings for ~ in eq. ( 11 ). 

In order to estimate the maximal possible value of 
the induced ve-J coupling constant in this model we 
first note that the dominant contribution will come 
from z lepton exchange in the loop. Next, we must 
discuss the relevant constraints. First note that the 
exchange of the scalar q+ gives a contribution to the 
decay width of the r-lepton, r~eoev~ given as 

f2 /M2 
F¢=FSM(I+2p¢), P ~ = ~ .  

The present experimental limit p~<2.5% then im- 
plies f / M  + %0.33 / (H) .  Similarly, O + exchange 
leads to a new contribution to the process e + e - ~  
vrtY~. While this process is invisible, the related pro- 
cess e + e -  -~ v~O~y can be seen. The limit from the ASP 
experiment [32] then implies h/Ms+ <2.2/(H7. 
One can now easily estimate that the maximum at- 
tainable values for g (which occurs for M~-M,)  
consistent with the restrictions above and with the 
recent LEP limits on charged scalar masses is 

g = G j ( H ) 2 <  ~ J'h2 m~ (H)  <4×10_52  " (12) 
167r2M, M s 

So, in this model, provided that 2 < 1, a sufficiently 
large value for the Ve-J coupling constant within the 
sensitivity of neutrinoless double beta decay experi- 
ments can only be obtained by adjusting all the pa- 
rameters at their allowed borders. 

3.3. Singlet majoron in a coloured Zee model 

This is a variant of the previous model which can 
easily allow for larger Ve-J coupling in 2flouj decay. 
The relevant terms in the lagrangian are 

hijliT CbLij(~DC +fjITCQLj?ls +,~HT2 ~D qs O. i_ h.c. , 

(13) 

where i,j= 1, 2, 3 and ~i~ = (~*~-/3/3) and ~/s are colour 
triplet leptoquark scalars: OD is an S U ( 2 ) ® U ( 1 )  
doublet with Y= ~ and L = - 1 while qs is a singlet 
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with Y= ~ and also L =  - 1. Again lepton number is 
spontaneously broken by ( t r)  and this generates the 
majoron, as in the previous case. The key contribu- 
tion to the effective operator in eq. (5) now arises 
(see fig. 3c) from b-quark exchange in the loop. One 
obtains 

M 2 g=G.z(H)2 ~ 3hebfbe2 rob(H) lnq_~_2o (14) 
167t 2 M~D-M~s M,s 

in a similar notation as a above. This contribution is 
enhanced with respect to the one in eq. ( 11 ) by a fac- 
tor ~ 3 m b / m ,  3 coming from colour. In addition, 
flavour changing neutral current mediated interac- 
tions are automatically forbidden at the tree level 
since there is only one isodoublet Higgs contributing 
to generating the masses of the charged fermions. The 
constraints on the allowed ve-J coupling strength now 
arise from the contribution of r/+1/3 exchange in b- 
meson semileptonic decays. Considering that the un- 
certainties in the limits on b-meson decays are some- 
what higher than in the r lepton case one can easily 
obtain the maximum attainable values for the v,,-J 
coupling consistent with experiment as 

g=Gj(H)2<lO-32 .  (15) 

Thus, for reasonable choices of parameters, we can 
have in this model a large enough value for the v,,-J 
coupling constant as to be of interest in neutrinoless 
double beta decay experiments. 

3.4. Singlet-triplet majoron 

For completeness we note that it is also possible to 
generate the desired v-Jinteraction in a scheme where 
the majoron is not a pure SU(2)  ® U (  1 ) singlet. The 
most straightforward example is to invoke a triplet- 
singlet scheme, suggested in ref. [33]. The model 
contains the following couplings: 

flTcz,~ ~ ,  l+2q~*Hz,~H~+ h.c.,  ( 16 ) 

where ~ a =  (qb+ +, ~+,  q~o), a = l ,  2, 3 is a weak iso- 
spin triplet carrying hypercharge Y=2 and lepton 
number L =  - 2 .  In this case the v-J coupling arises 
from • exchange, as shown in fig. 3d. In order to 
avoid an excessive contribution to the invisible Z-bo- 
son width, the neutral component ~o should be heav- 
ier than about 40 GeV, whereas the lower limits on 

the charged components should be somewhat 
stronger. 

In such a model the majoron is given as [33 ] 

1 
J ~  - ( (o ' )  Im a +  ( ~ )  Im qso), (17) 

b' 

where v= x / ( a )  2 + (q ) )  2 is the scale of lepton num- 
ber violation. In order to avoid an excessive contri- 
bution to the invisible Z width we need to require 
(q~) < ( a )  < 10-100 keV. The first inequality may 
be achieved if the VEV of the triplet arises only from 
the quartic interaction term present in eq. (16). Such 
an induced VEV is given as ( q ~ ) ~ 2 V ( H ) 2 / M  2. 
The second inequality is needed in order to have a 
sizeable u,.v,,J coupling. With this it follows that the 
electron-majoron coupling is automatically too small 
to give any significant contribution to stellar energy 
loss. Although phenomenologically viable, we do not 
favour this model because of the fine-tunings neces- 
sary in order to have a sizeable majoron coupling, a 
situation reminiscent of the old triplet majoron 
model. 

4. Conc lus ions  

LEP data on Z-decays do not exclude the possibil- 
ity of observable rates for majoron emission in neu- 
trinoless double beta decays. The majoron coupling 
to the Z boson is determined by a gauge coupling and 
weak isospin, whereas its coupling to neutrinos re- 
sponsible for majoron double beta decays is of 
Yukawa origin. In general these couplings are not re- 
lated. We have presented models where the LEP re- 
strictions are avoided because the majoron is a sin- 
glet, or dominantly singlet under the electroweak 
SU (2)® U ( 1 ) gauge symmetry. At the same time the 
effective coupling g of the singlet majoron to the v,. 
can be as large as g ~  10 3_10-~. The key points of 
these models with large neutrino-majoron couplings 
are the existence of new heavy leptons and/or  scalar 
bosons at the electroweak scale with the spontaneous 
violation of lepton number occurring below 10-100 
keV. In the most appealing model (section 3.1 ) the 
effective neutrino-majoron coupling arises from the 
exchange of a neutral quasi-Dirac heavy lepton (fig. 
3a). We also discussed the possibility of inducing this 
coupling from radiative corrections associated with 
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a d d i t i o n a l  Higgs b o s o n s  (figs. 3b  a n d  3c )  or  t ree- level  

Higgs  e x c h a n g e  (fig. 3 d ) .  O f  t he se  m o d e l s  w h e r e  t he  

e n h a n c e d  m a j o r o n - n e u t r i n o  c o u p l i n g  a r i ses  m o s t l y  

f r o m  sca la r  b o s o n  e x c h a n g e  t he  be s t  poss ib i l i t y  is the  

c o l o u r e d  Zee  m o d e l .  
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